Ten Week Session

MATH 1650      PRE-CALCULUS
001 (7209) CRE 5.0  MTWRF  02:00 pm-03:50 pm  PHYS 104  Taylor J
FIRST CLASS MEETING WILL BE MONDAY JUNE 18.
STUDENTS FAILING TO MEET PREREQUISITE REQUIREMENTS MAY BE ADMINISTRATIVELY
DROPPED WITH THE POSSIBILITY OF NO REFUND.

MATH 1680      ELEM PROB & STAT
110 (7219) CRE 3.0  MW  08:00 am-09:50 am  LIFE A419  Mann A
FINAL EXAM WILL BE FRIDAY, AUGUST 10, 2018.
MUST ALSO ENROLL IN ONE OF LAB SECTIONS 111-112.
111 (7220) LAB 0.0  TR  08:00 am-08:50 am  GAB 511  Mann A
THIS IS A LAB SECTION. MUST ALSO ENROLL IN LECTURE SECTION 110.
112 (7221) LAB 0.0  TR  09:00 am-09:50 am  GAB 511  Mann A
THIS IS A LAB SECTION. MUST ALSO ENROLL IN LECTURE SECTION 110.

500 (13021) CRE 3.0  INET  Liu X
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS
RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS
SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE
SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
THIS SECTION WILL HAVE ONLINE EXAMS.
STUDENTS MUST HAVE ACCESS TO A COMPUTER OR LAPTOP WITH HIGH SPEED INTERNET
ACCESS AND A WEBCAM TO FACILITATE ONLINE PROCTORING OF EXAMS.

501 (13416) CRE 3.0  INET  Liu X
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT
DEPARTMENT.

510 (13296) CRE 3.0  INET  Liu X
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.

MATH 5900      SPECIAL PROBLEMS
701 (6809) CRE V  RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
MUST REGISTER UNDER 7XX SECTION NUMBER ASSIGNED TO SUPERVISING FACULTY MEMBER.

MATH 5910      SPECIAL PROBLEMS
701 (6813) CRE V  RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
MUST REGISTER UNDER 7XX SECTION NUMBER ASSIGNED TO SUPERVISING FACULTY MEMBER.

MATH 5950      THESIS
701 (6815) CRE V  RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
MUST REGISTER UNDER 7XX SECTION NUMBER ASSIGNED TO SUPERVISING FACULTY MEMBER.
MATH 6900  SPECIAL PROBLEMS
701  (6818)  CRE V

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
MUST REGISTER UNDER 7XX SECTION NUMBER ASSIGNED TO SUPERVISING FACULTY MEMBER.

MATH 6910  SPECIAL PROBLEMS
701  (6821)  CRE V

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
MUST REGISTER UNDER 7XX SECTION NUMBER ASSIGNED TO SUPERVISING FACULTY MEMBER.

MATH 6940  INDV RESEARCH
701  (6824)  CRE V

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
MUST REGISTER UNDER 7XX SECTION NUMBER ASSIGNED TO SUPERVISING FACULTY MEMBER.

MATH 6950  DISSERTATION
701  (6828)  CRE V

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
MUST REGISTER UNDER 7XX SECTION NUMBER ASSIGNED TO SUPERVISING FACULTY MEMBER.

Three Week Session

MATH 3410  DIFF EQUATIONS I
005  (7211)  CRE 3.0  MTWRF  08:00 am-11:50 am  GAB 310  Anghel N
STUDENTS FAILING TO MEET PREREQUISITE REQUIREMENTS MAY BE ADMINISTRATIVELY DROPPED WITH THE POSSIBILITY OF NO REFUND.
FINAL EXAM WILL BE THURSDAY, MAY 31, 2018.

MATH 5900  SPECIAL PROBLEMS
701  (6810)  CRE V

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
MUST REGISTER UNDER 7XX SECTION NUMBER ASSIGNED TO SUPERVISING FACULTY MEMBER.

MATH 5910  SPECIAL PROBLEMS
701  (5060)  CRE V

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
MUST REGISTER UNDER 7XX SECTION NUMBER ASSIGNED TO SUPERVISING FACULTY MEMBER.

MATH 5950  THESIS
701  (6816)  CRE V

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
MUST REGISTER UNDER 7XX SECTION NUMBER ASSIGNED TO SUPERVISING FACULTY MEMBER.

MATH 6900  SPECIAL PROBLEMS
701  (6819)  CRE V

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
MUST REGISTER UNDER 7XX SECTION NUMBER ASSIGNED TO SUPERVISING FACULTY MEMBER.

MATH 6910  SPECIAL PROBLEMS
701  (6822)  CRE V

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
MUST REGISTER UNDER 7XX SECTION NUMBER ASSIGNED TO SUPERVISING FACULTY MEMBER.

MATH 6940  INDV RESEARCH
Five Week Session One

MATH 1180  MATH FOR BUS & ECON
110  (6808)  CRE 3.0  MTWR  09:59 am-11:50 am  CHEM 253  Grether M
FINAL EXAM WILL BE FRIDAY, JULY 6, 2018.
MUST ALSO ENROLL IN ONE OF RECITATION SECTION 111.
Also meets: F  09:59 am-11:50 am CHEM 253  6/8/18-6/8/18

111  (7212)  REC 0.0  MW  12:00 pm-01:50 pm  GAB 511  Grether M
THIS IS A RECITATION SECTION. MUST ENROLL IN BOTH LECTURE SECTION 110 AND THIS
RECITATION SECTION.

MATH 1190  BUS CALCULUS
001  (7055)  CRE 3.0  MTWR  12:00 pm-01:50 pm  LIFE A419  Grether M
FINAL EXAM WILL BE FRIDAY, JULY 6, 2018.
STUDENTS FAILING TO MEET PREREQUISITE REQUIREMENTS MAY BE ADMINISTRATIVELY
DROPPED WITH THE POSSIBILITY OF NO REFUND.
Also meets: F  12:00 pm-01:50 pm TH  121  6/8/18-6/8/18

500  (12747)  CRE 3.0  INET  Barber M
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS
RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS
SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE
SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
STUDENTS FAILING TO MEET PREREQUISITE REQUIREMENTS MAY BE ADMINISTRATIVELY
DROPPED WITH THE POSSIBILITY OF NO REFUND.
THIS SECTION WILL HAVE ONLINE EXAMS. STUDENTS MUST HAVE ACCESS TO A COMPUTER OR
LAPTOP WITH HIGH SPEED INTERNET ACCESS AND A WEBCAM TO FACILITATE ONLINE
PROCTORING OF EXAMS.

MATH 1350  MATH FOR EL ED I
001  (4545)  CRE 3.0  MTWR  02:00 pm-03:50 pm  GAB 317  Hines K
STUDENTS FAILING TO MEET PREREQUISITE REQUIREMENTS MAY BE ADMINISTRATIVELY
DROPPED WITH THE POSSIBILITY OF NO REFUND.
FINAL EXAM WILL BE FRIDAY, JULY 6, 2018.
Also meets: F  02:00 pm-03:50 pm TH 317  6/8/18-6/8/18

MATH 1580  SURVEY MATH APPL
001  (6203)  CRE 3.0  MTWR  03:59 pm-05:50 pm  LIFE A419  Hines K
STUDENTS FAILING TO MEET PREREQUISITE REQUIREMENTS MAY BE ADMINISTRATIVELY
DROPPED WITH THE POSSIBILITY OF NO REFUND.
FINAL EXAM WILL BE FRIDAY, JULY 6, 2018.
Also meets: F  03:59 pm-05:50 pm LIFE A419  6/8/18-6/8/18

MATH 1710  CALCULUS I
110  (3041)  CRE 4.0  MTWR  08:00 am-09:50 am  TH 121  Barber M
MUST ALSO ENROLL IN ONE OF RECITATION SECTIONS 111-114.
STUDENTS FAILING TO MEET PREREQUISITE REQUIREMENTS MAY BE ADMINISTRATIVELY
DROPPED WITH THE POSSIBILITY OF NO REFUND.
FINAL EXAM WILL BE FRIDAY, JULY 6, 2018.
MATH 1720  CALCULUS II

110  (3042)  CRE 3.0  MTWR  12:00 pm-01:50 pm  WH  216  Lopez M
MUST ALSO ENROLL IN ONE OF RECITATION SECTIONS 111-112.
STUDENTS FAILING TO MEET PREREQUISITE REQUIREMENTS MAY BE ADMINISTRATIVELY DROPPED WITH THE POSSIBILITY OF NO REFUND.
FINAL EXAM WILL BE FRIDAY, JULY 6, 2018.

111  (6967)  REC 0.0  MTWR  02:00 pm-02:50 pm  WH  217  Lopez M
THIS IS A RECITATION SECTION. MUST ENROLL IN BOTH LECTURE SECTION 110 AND THIS RECITATION SECTION.
Also meets: F  12:00 pm-01:50 pm pm GAB  114  6/ 6/18-7/ 6/18

112  (6968)  REC 0.0  MTWR  03:00 pm-03:50 pm  WH  217  Lopez M
THIS IS A RECITATION SECTION. MUST ENROLL IN BOTH LECTURE SECTION 110 AND THIS RECITATION SECTION.
Also meets: F  02:00 pm-03:50 pm WH  121  6/ 6/18-7/ 6/18

MATH 2700  LIN ALG&VECTR GEO

001  (3043)  CRE 3.0  MTWR  08:00 am-09:50 am  LANG 114  Tran H
STUDENTS FAILING TO MEET PREREQUISITE REQUIREMENTS MAY BE ADMINISTRATIVELY DROPPED WITH THE POSSIBILITY OF NO REFUND.
FINAL EXAM WILL BE FRIDAY, JULY 6, 2018.
Also meets: F  08:00 am-09:50 am LANG 114  6/ 6/18-7/ 6/18

002  (12496)  CRE 3.0  MTWR  09:59 am-11:50 am  PHYS 112  Tran H
STUDENTS FAILING TO MEET PREREQUISITE REQUIREMENTS MAY BE ADMINISTRATIVELY DROPPED WITH THE POSSIBILITY OF NO REFUND.
FINAL EXAM WILL BE FRIDAY, JULY 6, 2018.
Also meets: F  09:59 am-11:50 am PHYS 112  6/ 6/18-7/ 6/18

MATH 3410  DIFF EQS I

001  (3044)  CRE 3.0  MTWR  09:59 am-11:50 am  CURY 210  Allen C
STUDENTS FAILING TO MEET PREREQUISITE REQUIREMENTS MAY BE ADMINISTRATIVELY DROPPED WITH THE POSSIBILITY OF NO REFUND.
FINAL EXAM WILL BE FRIDAY, JULY 6, 2018.
Also meets: F  09:59 am-11:50 am CURY 210  6/ 6/18-7/ 6/18

510  (13111)  CRE 3.0  INET  Sari B
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

MATH 4900  SPECIAL PROBLEMS

701  (3045)  CRE V
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
MATH 5900  SPECIAL PROBLEMS
701  (6811)  CRE V
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
MUST REGISTER UNDER 7XX SECTION NUMBER ASSIGNED TO SUPERVISING FACULTY MEMBER.

MATH 5910  SPECIAL PROBLEMS
701  (3055)  CRE V
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
MUST REGISTER UNDER 7XX SECTION NUMBER ASSIGNED TO SUPERVISING FACULTY MEMBER.

MATH 5950  THESIS
701  (3060)  CRE V
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
MUST REGISTER UNDER 7XX SECTION NUMBER ASSIGNED TO SUPERVISING FACULTY MEMBER.

MATH 6900  SPECIAL PROBLEMS
701  (3062)  CRE V
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
MUST REGISTER UNDER 7XX SECTION NUMBER ASSIGNED TO SUPERVISING FACULTY MEMBER.

MATH 6910  SPECIAL PROBLEMS
701  (3067)  CRE V
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
MUST REGISTER UNDER 7XX SECTION NUMBER ASSIGNED TO SUPERVISING FACULTY MEMBER.

MATH 6940  INDV RESEARCH
701  (3072)  CRE V
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON.
MUST REGISTER UNDER 7XX SECTION NUMBER ASSIGNED TO SUPERVISING FACULTY MEMBER.

MATH 6950  DISSERTATION
701  (3077)  CRE V
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
MUST REGISTER UNDER 7XX SECTION NUMBER ASSIGNED TO SUPERVISING FACULTY MEMBER.
706  (12497)  CRE V  Sari B
RESTRICTED COURSE APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON.

Five Week Session Two

MATH 1100  ALGEBRA
110  (7215)  CRE 3.0  MTWR  12:00 pm-01:50 pm  PHYS 104  Schuerger H
FINAL EXAM WILL BE FRIDAY AUGUST 10, 2018.
MUST ALSO ENROLL IN ONE OF RECITATION SECTIONS 111-113.
111  (7216)  REC 0.0  MTWR  02:00 pm-02:50 pm  GAB 511  Schuerger H
THIS IS RECITATION SECTION. MUST ENROLL IN BOTH LECTURE SECTION 110 AND THIS
RECITATION SECTION.
Also meets: F 12:00 pm-01:50 pm GAB 310  7/9/18-8/10/18
112  (7217)  REC 0.0  MTWR  03:00 pm-03:50 pm  GAB 511  Schuerger H
THIS IS RECITATION SECTION. MUST ENROLL IN BOTH LECTURE SECTION 110 AND THIS
RECITATION SECTION.
Also meets: F 02:00 pm-03:50 pm GAB 310  7/9/18-8/10/18

MATH 1190  BUS CALCULUS
002  (4242)  CRE 3.0  MTWR  02:00 pm-03:50 pm  LIFE A419  Rasmussen E
FINAL EXAM WILL BE FRIDAY AUGUST 10, 2018.
STUDENTS FAILING TO MEET PREREQUISITE REQUIREMENTS MAY BE ADMINISTRATIVELY
DROPPED WITH THE POSSIBILITY OF NO REFUND.

MATH 1351  MATH FOR EL ED II
FINAL EXAM WILL BE FRIDAY AUGUST 10, 2018.
STUDENTS FAILING TO MEET PREREQUISITE REQUIREMENTS MAY BE ADMINISTRATIVELY DROPPED WITH THE POSSIBILITY OF NO REFUND.

**MATH 1580**  **SURVEY MATH APPL**

500 (12748) CRE 3.0  INET  Barber M
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
THIS SECTION WILL HAVE ONLINE EXAMS. STUDENTS MUST HAVE ACCESS TO A COMPUTER OR LAPTOP WITH HIGH SPEED INTERNET ACCESS AND A WEBCAM TO FACILITATE ONLINE PROCTORING OF EXAMS.

510 (13358) CRE 3.0  INET  Barber M
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
THIS SECTION WILL HAVE ONLINE EXAMS. STUDENTS MUST HAVE ACCESS TO A COMPUTER OR LAPTOP WITH HIGH SPEED INTERNET ACCESS AND A WEBCAM TO FACILITATE ONLINE PROCTORING OF EXAMS.

**MATH 1720**  **CALCULUS II**

120 (4243) CRE 3.0  MTWR 12:00 pm-01:50 pm  CHEM 352  Craft C
FINAL EXAM WILL BE FRIDAY, AUGUST 10, 2018.
MUST ALSO ENROLL IN ONE RECITATION SECTIONS 121-122.
STUDENTS FAILING TO MEET PREREQUISITE REQUIREMENTS MAY BE ADMINISTRATIVELY DROPPED WITH THE POSSIBILITY OF NO REFUND.

121 (6204) REC 0.0  MTWR 02:00 pm-02:50 pm  BLB 050  Craft C
THIS IS A RECITATION SECTION. MUST ENROLL IN BOTH LECTURE SECTION 120 AND THIS RECITATION SECTION.
Also meets: F 12:00 pm-01:50 pm BLB 050 7/9-8/10/18

122 (6970) REC 0.0  MTWR 03:00 pm-03:50 pm  BLB 050  Craft C
THIS IS A RECITATION SECTION. MUST ENROLL IN BOTH LECTURE SECTION 120 AND THIS RECITATION SECTION.
Also meets: F 02:00 pm-03:50 pm BLB 050 7/9-8/10/18

**MATH 1780**  **PROBABILITY**

001 (7213) CRE 3.0  MTWR 09:59 am-11:50 am  BLB 035  Allen A
FINAL EXAM WILL BE FRIDAY, AUGUST 10, 2018.
STUDENTS FAILING TO MEET PREREQUISITE REQUIREMENTS MAY BE ADMINISTRATIVELY DROPPED WITH THE POSSIBILITY OF NO REFUND.

**MATH 2700**  **LIN ALG&VECTR GEO**

003 (6971) CRE 3.0  MTWR 08:00 am-09:50 am  PHYS 112  Tamakloe E
FINAL EXAM WILL BE FRIDAY, AUGUST 10, 2018.
STUDENTS FAILING TO MEET PREREQUISITE REQUIREMENTS MAY BE ADMINISTRATIVELY DROPPED WITH THE POSSIBILITY OF NO REFUND.

004 (12404) CRE 3.0  MTWR 09:59 am-11:50 am  PHYS 112  Hiers N

**MATH 2730**  **MULTIVARIABLE CAL**

001 (4244) CRE 3.0  MTWR 09:59 am-11:50 am  LIFE A419  Cotton M
FINAL EXAM WILL BE FRIDAY, AUGUST 10, 2018.
STUDENTS FAILING TO MEET PREREQUISITE REQUIREMENTS MAY BE ADMINISTRATIVELY DROPPED WITH THE POSSIBILITY OF NO REFUND.

002 (13411) CRE 3.0  MTWR 09:59 am-11:50 am  GAB 406  Zhou J
STUDENTS FAILING TO MEET PREREQUISITE REQUIREMENTS MAY BE ADMINISTRATIVELY DROPPED WITH THE POSSIBILITY OF NO REFUND.
FINAL EXAM WILL BE FRIDAY, AUGUST 10, 2018.

**MATH 3350**  **NUMERICAL ANAL**
STUDENTS FAILING TO MEET PREREQUISITE REQUIREMENTS MAY BE ADMINISTRATIVELY DROPPED WITH THE POSSIBILITY OF NO REFUND.

FINAL EXAM WILL BE FRIDAY, AUGUST 10, 2018.

SPECIAL PROBLEMS

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. MUST REGISTER UNDER 7XX SECTION NUMBER ASSIGNED TO SUPERVISING FACULTY MEMBER.

THESIS

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. MUST REGISTER UNDER 7XX SECTION NUMBER ASSIGNED TO SUPERVISING FACULTY MEMBER.

SPECIAL PROBLEMS

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. MUST REGISTER UNDER 7XX SECTION NUMBER ASSIGNED TO SUPERVISING FACULTY MEMBER.

INDV RESEARCH

RESTRICTED COURSE APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON. MUST REGISTER UNDER 7XX SECTION NUMBER ASSIGNED TO SUPERVISING FACULTY MEMBER.

DISSERTATION

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. MUST REGISTER UNDER 7XX SECTION NUMBER ASSIGNED TO SUPERVISING FACULTY MEMBER.
MATH 5900       SPECIAL PROBLEMS
  701 (6812)    CRE V

  RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
  MUST REGISTER UNDER 7XX SECTION NUMBER ASSIGNED TO SUPERVISING FACULTY MEMBER.

MATH 5910       SPECIAL PROBLEMS
  701 (6814)    CRE V

  RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
  MUST REGISTER UNDER 7XX SECTION NUMBER ASSIGNED TO SUPERVISING FACULTY MEMBER.

MATH 5950       THESIS
  701 (6817)    CRE V

  RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
  MUST REGISTER UNDER 7XX SECTION NUMBER ASSIGNED TO SUPERVISING FACULTY MEMBER.

MATH 6900       SPECIAL PROBLEMS
  701 (6820)    CRE V

  RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
  MUST REGISTER UNDER 7XX SECTION NUMBER ASSIGNED TO SUPERVISING FACULTY MEMBER.

MATH 6910       SPECIAL PROBLEMS
  701 (6823)    CRE V

  RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
  MUST REGISTER UNDER 7XX SECTION NUMBER ASSIGNED TO SUPERVISING FACULTY MEMBER.

MATH 6940       INDV RESEARCH
  701 (6826)    CRE V

  RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
  MUST REGISTER UNDER 7XX SECTION NUMBER ASSIGNED TO SUPERVISING FACULTY MEMBER.

MATH 6950       DISSERTATION
  701 (6829)    CRE V

  RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
  MUST REGISTER UNDER 7XX SECTION NUMBER ASSIGNED TO SUPERVISING FACULTY MEMBER.